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Abstract

The market of electrical energy /ЕЕ/ in 
Bulgaria has been liberated completely since 
1 July 2007. Consumers who are out on the 
free market have to negotiate the price of ЕЕ 
and to plan on an hourly basis the quantities 
to be consumed. Any deviation takes them to 
the balancing market where the prices for the 
deficit and surplus of energy are unfavorable 
when compared with market prices. It is a 
good solution for those consumers to optimize 
their expenses for ЕЕ by joining a balancing 
group /BG/. Through their participation in a 
BG consumers have the best choice and the 
opportunity to optimize their expenses for 
imbalances by transferring the responsibility 
for balancing to the Coordinator of the 
balancing group /CBG/. CBG is responsible 
for distributing the total imbalance of the BG 
among its members, as well as for the prices 
of the balancing energy within the group. 
This is what has made the authors of this 
paper develop and test a method of optimal 
redistribution of energy imbalances that will 
lead to the optimization of the financial result 
of the participants in the balancing group.
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Balancing market; Balancing groups /BG/; 
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INTRODUCTION

On the liberalized electricity market 
consumers are able to optimize 

their costs of imbalances by transferring the 
responsibility for balancing to the Coordinator 
of Balancing Group /CBG/. CBG is required 
to determine the model of distribution of 
total unbalance among the members and the 
price of balancing energy in the group. These 
models are developed and determined by 
CBG, reflecting management capabilities of 
the effects of the participation of the members 
in the balancing group. Each of the models 
leads to the optimization of the financial result 
for balancing group members. In order to 
select the correct model, it is necessary that 
the different models should be analyzed and 
their effectiveness for the balancing group 
evaluated. 

The need for developing a method of 
optimal distribution of imbalances in a BG 
arises from the fact that not all quantities 
of imbalances in the group are netted. The 
BG realizes the imbalances which are traded 
on the balancing market of ESO (Electricity 
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System Operator). In this case the CBG 
has to distribute these imbalances among 
participants in the group. That redistribution 
of the Imbalances in the BG should be based 
on common principles and on a common 
method. The method the authors will present 
in this paper is related to the redistribution of 
imbalances in BG. (Adamov, Holst, Zahariev, 
2006; Angelova, J. 2008; Anderson, Settle, 
2002; Barz, 2000; Harris, 2006; Weron, 2006).

The development of such a method 
needs to take into account the following 
characteristics: 

-y The-method-has-to-be-fully-effective;
-y The-method-has-to-guarantee-fairness-

and- equality- among- the- participants-
in-the-group;

-y The- method- has- to- be- clear- and-
comprehensible- enough- for- the-
participants-in-the-group;

-y The- method- has- to- guarantee- a-
distribution- of- the- group- effect- of-
balancing- among- all- participants- in-
the-group;

-y The- method- has- to- consider- the-
individual- preciseness- of- energy-
consumption- forecasting- of- each-
participant.

It is also necessary to take into account the 
fact that the calculated sum of the imbalances 
of each participant of the group for each 
period of settlement cannot exceed the sum 
for the imbalances for the same participant 
for the same period of settlement. All of the 
above have motivated the authors to come up 
with a method of optimal distribution of energy 
imbalances in a BG: the so called Method of 
Internal Reference Price. The authors have 
developed a method of optimal distribution of 
energy imbalances in a balancing group, and 
in developing it their aim is for its application 
to lead to a redistribution of the imbalances 
among the participants in the BG in an optimal 
way. In developing the method, the authors 

have used Internal Trading Price /ITP/. That 
is the price at which the netted surplus and 
deficit quantities are paid for in the BG. It is 
determined by CBG and can be formed in the 
following way:

 (1)

where:

 is the price of energy surplus 
on the balancing market of ESO in leva for 
MWh;

 is the price of energy deficit on 
the balancing market of ESO in leva for MWh.

The prices of the surplus and deficit of 
ЕЕ on the balancing market are determined 
by ESO according to the adopted by EWRC 
“Methodology of determining the prices of 
balancing energy”, Annex to RTEE (EWRC, 
2014, EA). As the CBG cannot influence the 
prices of surplus and deficit on the balancing 
market of ESO directly, they are used in this 
method of optimal distribution of imbalances 
in a BG. 

The values of the prices of surplus and 
deficit on the balancing market of ESO for 
May 2014 have been used because after that 
month the data about the prices of the surplus 
and deficit are not public and are individual 
for each market participant. Then the price 
of 186.31 lv. per MWh was the cost of the 
deficit, and 28.80 lv. per MWh was the cost of 
the surplus, or:

The quantity in the group, which is netted 
for period t, is determined on the basis of the 
quantity of energy surplus /QES/ produced 
and the quantity of energy deficit /QED/ in 
the group i.е. the positive value and negative 
value are mutually neutralized and depending 
on the result, if it is a positive value, we get 
a netted surplus /NS/, respectively if it is a 
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negative value we get a netted deficit /ND/ 
as follows:

 (2)

where:
 is the quantity of surplus in MW, 

netted in a group for period t;
 is the quantity of deficit in MW, 

netted in a group for period t;

 
is the sum of the quantities of 

energy surplus of all participants in the group 
for period t;

 is the sum of the quantities of 
energy deficit of all participants in the group.

I. METHOD OF INTERNAL REFERENCE 
PRICE

This is a method which does not involve 
physical balancing of the participants in the 
group. Imbalances in the group are traded 
according to an internal reference price of 
surplus and deficit, set by CBG. During the 
period of settlement each participant in the 
group pays for the surplus and/or deficit they 
have according to that internal reference 
price.

In developing the method, the authors 
have assumed that the internal reference 
price of surplus and deficit is the same for all 
participants in the group.

The internal reference price of surplus  
( ), according to which CBG pays 
surplus to each participant in the group, is 
calculated using the following formula:

 (3)

where:

 
is the internal reference price of 

surplus for period t;

 
is the quantity of surplus in MW, netted 

in the group for period t and respectively:

 (4)

is the sum of the quantities of 
energy surplus of all participants in the group 
for period t;

is the sum of the quantities of 
energy deficit of all participants in the group 
for period t;

 is the internal trade price for period t;

 
is the quantity of energy surplus 

for the whole BG for period t, which goes to 
the balancing market of ESO;

 is the price of surplus on the 
balancing market of ESO EAD for period t.

The internal reference price of deficit  
( ), according to which CBG pays deficit 
to each participant in the group, is calculated 
using the following formula:

    (5)

where:
 is the quantity deficit in MWs, netted 

in the group for period t and respectively:

 (6)

 
is internal trading price for period t;

 
is the quantity of energy deficit 

for the whole BG for period t, which goes to 
the balancing market of ESO;

 
is the price of energy deficit on 

the balancing market of ESO for period t.
In order to demonstrate how the method 

works, the authors have studied a sample 
group of 4 participants, shown in Fig. 1, within 
which:

-- participant- 1- has- planned- to- consume-
5- MWh,- but- has- practically- consumed- 6-
MWh-i.е.-was-short-of-1-MWh-and-in-this-
way-has-produced-a-deficit;
-- participant-2-has-consumed-15-MWh-but-

has-planned-to-consume-18-MWh,-i.е.-has-
a-surplus-of-3-MWh;
-- participant- 3- has- planned- to- consume-

10- MWh,- but- has- actually- consumed- 12-
MWh.,-2-MWh-more- i.е.-has-run-a-deficit-
of-2-MWh;
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-- participant- 4- has- consumed- 25- MWh,-
and-has-planned-to-consume-29-MWh,-i.е.-
has-run-a-surplus-of-4-MWh.

Thus, it can be said that the sample BG 
has run a total surplus of 7 MWh. and a deficit 
of 3 MWh. The quantity in the group, which 

is netted (the positive value and the negative 
value neutralize each other) is 3 MWh, аnd 
the quantity to be realized on the balancing 
market of ESO is 4 MWh surplus, that is to 
say that there is a situation of surplus in the 
group.

Fig 1 Method of Internal Reference Price

The financial result for the participants in 
the group is calculated using the following 
parameters:

In order to calculate the effect of the 
participation in the BG for each participant it is 
necessary to calculate the internal reference 
price of surplus and deficit.

The internal reference price of surplus is 
calculated as follows:

The internal reference price of deficit is 
calculated as follows:

As the total quantity of energy deficit is 
netted, then the internal  is equal to 

.
In this particular case, participant 1 has 

produced 1 MWh of deficit, which they will 
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have to pay according to or 107.56 
lv./MWh. If participant 1 had chosen not to 
participate in a BG, they would have had to 
pay for this 1 MWh at the price of deficit on 
the balancing market of ESO of 186.31 lv./
MWh., which is by 78.75 lv. higher (or by 73% 
more).

Participant 3 has produced a deficit of 2 
MWh, which they will have to pay according 
to  at 107.56 lv./MWh or 215.12 lv. If 
participant 3 had chosen not to participate in 
a BG, then they would have paid 372.62 lv. for 
these 2 MWh, which is by 157.50 lv. higher (or 
by 73% more).

Participant 2 has produced a surplus of 
3 MWh, which the CBG will pay according to

 
 
at 62.55 lv./MWh or 187.65 lv. If they 

had chosen not to participate in a BG, then 
they would have received 86.40 lv. for these 3 
MWh. from the balancing market, which is by 
101.25 lv. less (or by 54% less).

Participant 4 has produced a surplus of 
4 MWh, which the CBG will pay according to

 
 
at 62.55 lv./MWh or 250.20 lv. If they 

had chosen not to participate in a BG, then 
they would have received 115.20 lv. for these 
4 MWh from the balancing market, which is by 
135 lv. less (or by 54% less).

In the above presented method period t 
can coincide with the period of settlement. 
Then for a period of settlement the internal 
reference price is static.

In order to be more precise with the 
calculations and to motivate the participants 
to be more precise in planning the hourly 
schedules, CBG can calculate the reference 
price of surplus and deficit per hour and not 
only for а period of settlement (which as of 
January 2015 is with a duration of 1 month).

In that case period t is equal to 1h and 
the reference price changes accordingly. 
The authors have named that reference price 
dynamic internal reference price.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS – 
APPLICATION OF THE METHOD

For the purposes of this research the 
authors examine a real balancing group 
with seven participants and their hourly 
consumption within a month. Table 1 shows 
the summarized information for April 2014 
about the negotiated ЕЕ, the real quantity that 
was measured, the quantity of surplus and 
the quantity of energy deficit, the quantities 
of imbalances in the BG, netted quantities in 
the BG and the quantities for the balancing 
market of ESO.

  Participant 1 Participant 2 Participant 3 Participant 4 Participant 5 Participant 6 Participant 7
Total for  
the Balancing 
group

Total agreed 
quantity in 
MWh

82,17 82,40 48,04 20,67 34,42 29,70 295,22 119,517

Total 
measured 
quantity in 
MWh

71,211 77,497 35,567 18,595 21,970 28,307 297,686 77,730

Total amount of 
imbalances in 
MWh

QES QED QES QED QES QED QES QED QES QED QES QED QES QED QES QED

13,436 2,477 7,306 2,403 17,788 5,315 3,839 1,764 13,230 0,780 4,493 3,100 59,427 61,893 119,517 77,730

Netted quantities in the balancing group in MWh
26,472
26,472

NS ND

Quantities for the balancing market of ESO in MWh
93,045
51,258

QES QED

Table 1: Summarized-results-by-participants-and-for-the-whole-BG-for-April-2014-
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For the purposes of this analysis we will 
use again the values of the ESO average 
prices for May 2014 - surplus price of 28,80 
lv./MWh. and a deficit price of 186,31 lv./
MWh. The authors have used the data for 
May 2014 because after that the data about 
the surplus and deficit prices are not public 
and are individual for each market participant. 

As a basis of comparison the authors use 
the result, which would be achieved, if each 
participant did not participate in a balancing 
group and is self-balancing. In that case the 
deficit price, they would have paid would have 
been the highest, the surplus price they would 
have received, would have been the lowest.

Table 2 presents the results for each self-
balancing participant on the market of ESO 
on the basis of the average ESO prices of 
surplus and deficit for May 2014.

The data about the quantity of energy 
surplus (QES) and the quantity of energy 
deficit (QED) for each participant have been 
taken from Table 1.

The financial result about revenue ( ) 
for each participant has been calculated 
for a quantity of energy surplus (QES) for 
participant i, for period t using the following 
formula:

 (7)

where:
 is the quantity energy surplus of 

participant i for period t;
 is the price of energy surplus of 

ESO for period t.
The financial result about expenditure  

( ) for each participant has been 
calculated for a quantity of energy deficit 
(QED) for participant i, for period t using the 
following formula:

 (8)

where:
 is the quantity of energy deficit of 

participant i for period t;
 is the price of energy deficit of 

ESO for period t.

Table 2: Self-balancing-on-ESO-balancing-market-

With each participant the imbalance 
generated for the month, respectively deficit 
and/or surplus is multiplied by the ESO prices.

With the balancing methods of evaluating 
the effect of balancing it necessary to use 
the internal trading price of the balancing 
group. That is the price at which the balancing 
energy is traded in the balancing group. That 
price is determined by the coordinator of the 

balancing group and can be based on ESO 

prices, on the market price, on a negotiated 

price and a trade bonus for the coordinator.

For the purposes of this analysis the internal 

trading price has been calculated as the mean 

value of the surplus and deficit prices of ESO 

using the formula (1), by calculating the price 

per hour h
i
: тук смисълът е неясен
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(9)

Before applying the methods of balancing 
we have to determine the netted quantity, 
respectively, netted surplus and deficit in the 
sample BG.

The quantity in a group, which is netted 
for period t, is determined on the basis of 
the quantity of energy surplus /QES/ and the 
quantity of energy deficit /QED/ in the group, 
i.е. the positive value and negative value 
neutralize each other, and depending on the 
result, if it is positive we get netted surplus /
NS/, and respectively, if it is negative we have 
a deficit /ND/, by using the formula (2), by 
calculating the price per hour h

i
:

 (10)

where:
 is the quantity of surplus in MWh, 

netted in a group for period t;
 is the quantity of deficit in MWh, 

netted in a group for period t;

 is the sum of the quantities of 
energy surplus of all participants in a group 
for period t;

 
is the sum of the quantities 

of energy deficit of all participants in a group 
for period t.

In the sample BG netting is done by the 
hour, i.е. period t it is equal to 1 hour.

The calculation of the netted quantities is 
given in column “Netted quantities“ in Table 1.

The sum of all hourly netted quantities is 
equal to 26.472 MWh.

Using the method of internal reference 
price, the reference price is the price in the 
group, according to which all imbalances, 
regardless of whether they are netted or are 
realized on the balancing market, are paid for.

The reference price can be static for 
a certain period of balancing (day, week, 
month, etc.) or dynamic, when calculated 
every hour. The CBG determines whether 
the price will be dynamic or static taking into 
consideration various factors such as the 
number of participants, market dynamics, the 
quantity of consumption and others. The CBG 
must present to the participants the way the 
reference price is formed in advance. 

The reference price can be calculated as 
the mean value of the price of the balancing 
market for the surplus and the deficit and the 
price of balancing in a balancing group for a 
certain period (hour, day, week, month, etc.).

In the reference а price the CBG can 
include an additional coefficient, e.g. the 
coefficient of preciseness of the forecast or a 
bonus for CBG. 

This particular study uses the static 
reference price for one month without any 
additional coefficients. The results are shown 
in Table 3.
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The reference surplus price is 46.24 lv./
MWh, аnd the reference deficit price is  
159.49 lv./MWh. On the basis of these 
reference prices, respectively of deficit and/
or surplus, we have calculated the financial 
result for each participant in the group. For 
each participant the effect of the participation 
in the group is the same, respectively +61% 
for the surplus they have and -14% for the 
deficit they have run (Table 3 - Result toward 
the balancing market of ESO).

The method demonstrates fairness to 
the participants. A potential drawback would 
be a complex or incomprehensible, for the 
participants in the group, formation of the 
reference price by the CBG.

The effectiveness of the developed 
method depends on the weight of each of the 
factors affecting the balancing group.

The main factors, which according to the 
authors influence the work of CBG and BG 
are as follows:

-- Number- and- size- of- participants- -- The-
greater- the- number- of- participants,- the-
greater- the- probability- of- netting- the-
bigger- part- of- the- imbalance- increases.-
Large- consumers- pay- more- attention- to-
forecasting-their-consumption-and-may-be-
more- accurate- in- the- forecasts,- but- even-
small- percentages- may- affect- the- whole-
group- if- the- other- participantsare- very-
small.-In-such-cases,-the-choice-of-method-
is- very- important- because- it-may-be- that-
the-big-participant-picks-up-the-imbalances-
of-the-smaller-ones,-but-there-is-no-one-to-
cover-its-own-imbalances-and-in-practice-it-
may-turn-out-that-it-does-not-benefit-from-
participating-in-the-group.-

In any case, the more participants in a 
balancing group, the more effective it will be 
for its participants.

-- Stakeholder- profiles- of- the- group- --
Combining- participants- with- the- same-
profile- would- create- a- lack- of- balancing-
ability,- in- which- case- the- accuracy- of-Ta

b
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the- forecast- is- a- key- criterion- for- the-
effectiveness- of- balancing- methods.- For-
groups- with- complementary- profiles,- the-
simplest- methods- can- be- used- without-
the- need- for- additional- coordinator-
engagement.- Verifying- the- participant’s-
profile-and-evaluating-its-compatibility-with-
the- members- of- the- already- established-
balancing- group- is- a- key- task- of- the-
CBG- before- the- respective- participant-
is-admitted- to- the-group.-The-analysis-of-
the- load-profile-of-each-participant- in- the-
balancing-group-is-based-on-historical-data-
on- actual- consumption.- The- longer- the-
analysis-period,-the-better-the-analysis-can-
be,- because- it- covers- the- entire- working-
cycle,- seasonal- fluctuations,- planned-
repairs,-etc.

In the case of large industrial users, the 
prediction of the load profile is usually done 
by their main engineers, while for small 
consumers who lack history and experience 
with this type of activity, this role is taken by 
the CBG. In cases where charging schedules 
are performed by the Balancing Group 
Coordinator (KGG), it is very important to 
have a constant and accurate exchange 
of information, e.g. for planned repairs, 
accidents, increase/decrease of production 
capacities and other factors that may affect 
the consumption of EE.

-- Transparency- and- comprehensibility- of-
the-balancing-methodology---The-method-
of-balancing- is-at- the-core-of- the-activity-
of- the- CBG.- At- the- same- time,- however,-
it- is- also- important- for- the-participants- in-
the-group-because-the-choice-of-a-suitable-
method-depends-on-the-aggregated-group-
effect.- The- method- should- reflect- all- the-
factors- affecting- group- performance- and-
evolve-with-the-needs-and-changes-in-the-
group,-changes-in-the-number-of-members,-
change-in-the-consumption-profile,-change-
in-the-market-situation,-etc.

-- Administration- of- the- method- -- Any-
method- of- distribution- of- the- imbalances-
must-allow-for-practical-application.-Many-
theoretically- constructed- methods- may-
not-work- in- practice- due- to- their- inability-
to- perform- technically.- In- this- case,- the-
CBG-should-consider-the-chosen-method-
with- the- capabilities- of- the- group,- the-
accessibility- of- information- from- external-
sources- Electricity- System- Operator-
(ESO),- network- companies),- market-
practices,- etc.- An- additional- factor- to-
consider- is- the- ability- to- use- software- to-
manage-the-method.-Not-every-coordinator-
has-the-resources-to-create-and-maintain-
appropriate-software.
-- Fair- distribution- of- imbalances- -- The-

balancing- method- must- ensure- a- fair-
distribution- of- the- imbalances- so- that-
each- participant- feels- a- full- member- of-
the- group.- In- order- to- achieve- this,- the-
coordinator-must-choose-and-sell-what- is-
understandable- to- the- participants- in- the-
group,- ensuring- their- maximum- benefit-
from-the-participation.
-- Sustainability- and- predictability- of-

results---Any-method-of-distribution-of-the-
imbalances- must- ensure- relatively- stable-
results- over- a- long- period- of- time- and-
do-not- require- frequent-adaptation-by- the-
CBG- due- to- changes- in- various- factors.-
For-example,-the-frequent-changes-in-the-
prices- of- the- balancing- market- of- ESO-
EAD-may-create-a-sense-of-inaccuracy-in-
the-methods.

It can be noted that each CBG is free 
to judge for itself which method is optimal 
for its balancing group. Depending on the 
situation, each method can be optimal. In 
order for the CBG to choose the right method, 
it is necessary to analyze and evaluate the 
effectiveness of the different methods with 
respect to its balancing group. There are 
no restrictions in the period of using the 
selected method, i.e. depending on the 
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impact of changing conditions in the group 
(e.g. change in the number of members or 
change in energy profiles) and / or outside 
the group (e.g. change in the organization of 
the electricity market) CBG chooses when to 
apply the method chosen by them, resp. to 
change it to another, with which it will make 
better results for itself and the members of 
BG.

As the authors have already noted, the 
CBG is responsible for choosing a method for 
distributing the imbalances.

IV. FINDINGS OF THE ADOPTION OF 
THE DEVELOPED METHOD

On the basis of the trial and the 
simulations that have been carried out with 
the here developed method of the distribution 
of energy imbalances in a BG we can draw 
the following conclusions:
1.- The- method- of- optimal- distribution- of-
energy- imbalances- in- a- BG,- which- has-
been- developed- on- a- theoretical- basis,- is-
applicable-in-real-balancing-groups;
2.- The- methodological- approach- of- using-
the-method-of-optimal-distribution-of-energy-
imbalances- in- a- BG- makes- it- possible-
to- calculate- the- financial- impact- of- the-
participation- of- each- participant- in- the-
respective-BG;
3.- The- method- yields- a- better- financial-
result- for- the- participants- in- the- trial- BG-
than-from-an-independent-balancing-on-the-
balancing-market-of-ESO.

When this method is adopted the following 
results are achieved:
1.- There- is- a- distribution- of- the- result-
from-the-participation- in- the-BG-among- its-
participants;
2.- The-financial-effect-for-each-participant-
from- their- participation- in- the- BG- can- be-
calculated;
3.- The- use- of- the- method- brings- positive-
financial-result-for-the-participants-in-the-BG-

when- compared- to- independent- balancing-
on-the-balancing-market-of-ESO;

The application of the method of internal 
reference price demonstrates highly positive 
results and proves it possible to use in a real 
BG.

V. CONCLUSIONS & 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

As it has already been pointed out, 
the CBG chooses and develops a method 
of distribution of the Imbalances, always 
following one and the same general market 
principles, concerned with fairness, equality, 
transparency and financial effectiveness.

The method of internal reference price is a 
universal method, which can be used in cases 
when CBG does not have enough information 
about energy consumption and the precision 
of planning by the participants. It is appropriate 
for groups with many participants of varied 
consumption.

With the method of internal reference 
price, the effect for the participants is equal 
and proportionate to the produced imbalance. 
With this method, as it has already been 
pointed out, there is no physical netting, but 
only the financial flows are used, and the 
final effect for the participants is equal. It is 
important to use this methodology to get this 
result. In this case, a reference price is used, 
which gives participants a clear idea of their 
expenditure for, respectively, revenue from 
balancing energy. 

The rate at which the real electrical 
energy market in the country is developing 
implies that CBGs should not only manage 
imbalances but also offer complex services 
related to trading and management of the 
energy consumption of the group participants. 
That means that CBGs should develop their 
methods so that they are more effective, 
for example, the CBG could include in their 
method a coefficient of precision, which is 
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based on the deviation, in percentage, from 
the preciseness of the forecast. 
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